Actor Tetsuya Bessho, president of Short Shorts Film Festival & Asia (SSFF & ASIA), one of Asia’s biggest international short film festivals accredited by the Academy Awards®, paid a courtesy visit to Tokyo Governor Yuriko Koike at the Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building on Monday, May 30th, 2023.

This year marks the 25th anniversary of the International Competition, and the 20th anniversary of the Asia-Japan Competition co-sponsored by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government.

After Bessho’s presentation of this year’s theme, “UNLOCK,” Governor Koike said, “We were able to reach each milestone safely, and we have continued to move forward despite the Covid crisis. I would like to express my sincere respect to the festival. Movies are full of people’s dreams, emotions, and connections. I look forward to it every year. We want you to "unlock" the 1200 days of the fight against Covid, and spread the charm and appeal of Tokyo to the world through short films. During the visit, SSFF & ASIA and the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, in a continuing collaborated to convey the diverse elements of "Tokyo," the Governor of Tokyo announced this year’s best short winner in this category. This year, there were 273 entries from all over the world, and 5 shorts were selected as finalists."

The Best Short Award (Governor of Tokyo Award) went to Director Raymond Dorn, who moved to Japan from the United States in 2014, for "Pieces of You." Bessho said, "This love story between a foreign man living abroad and a woman living in Tokyo was full of the charm of Tokyo, like the scene where a woman relays Tokyo's tourist spots to him live on his smartphone. The emotional rollercoaster of the two people was heart-pounding in this well produced short film."

In addition, the 6th co-production short film project by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government and this film festival was announced its completion. This year’s short film was produced under the concept of Sustainable Recovery and titled as “Wife’s Power Outage". It was directed by Kimi Yawata, who has won awards in the Japan Competition in the past, and featured Asami Usuda and Munetaka Aoki.

During this courtesy call, the trailer was shown for the first time, saying, "Tokyo must make sustainable energy so that its battery will not run out." It is full of the everyday charms of Tokyo that you won't find in guidebooks. In addition, it is very important to make the work “barrier-free” by using Japanese subtitles and audio guides as a way to increase methods of communication. “Wife’s Power Outage” will be released on the festival YouTube channel and "Pieces of You," which won the Cinematic Tokyo Competition Best Short Award, will be streamed worldwide today on the film festival's online venue. From the 9th (Friday), it will be also ne screened at a film festival venue in Tokyo. After the courtesy visit, Bessho said, “After years of work, we have reached our 25th anniversary year. The appeal of short films is that they can convey a cinematic story in a short amount of time, and I would like to make the film festival a place where we can support such wonderful directors and screenwriters. " SSFF & ASIA has been co-sponsored by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government since 2016, and established the "Cinematic Tokyo Category" as a competition to spread the "Tokyo Brand," a tourism goal of the Metropolitan Government. The award-winning work "Pieces of You" will be awarded the Tokyo Governor's Award at the award ceremony on June 26th (Monday)."
件名：『Pieces of You』

Director: Raymond Doan
Japan/ 21:23 / Drama / 2017

A young woman takes her guy with her to explore Tokyo. The only catch is he doesn’t live in Japan and can only see Tokyo through her smart phone. Distracted by falling in love with him, she lets down her best friend and has to figure out what to do.


件名：『Wife’s Power Outage』

Written & Directed by Kimi Yawata
Casts: Asami Usuda, Munetaka Aoki, Tatsumasa Murasame
Japan / 21:06 / Drama / 2023

Hana and Yusuke, a couple living in Tokyo, have been distant in their relationship after an incident three years ago, and spend more and more time alone. Unable to close the gap between them, the two are in a karaoke room unable to make up their minds regarding the divorce papers laid out in front of them. While Hana sings in desperation, Tokyo suffers a blackout due to a power shortage. At the same time, Hana suddenly collapses...

Sustainable Recovery Project Special Production Short Film 『Wife’s Power Outage』

Director : Kimi Yawata
Graduated from Tama Art University majoring in oil painting, works at Tohoku Shinsha OND°, writing scripts and shooting movies while planning and directing advertising videos for Shiseido, Sunstar, Toyota, and Recruit.
"beard and raincoat" won a prize at SSFF & ASIA 2019. Screened in South Korea, Taiwan, Italy, Germany, New Zealand, and the Netherlands. Other films include "Dead Vacation," "MELT.

Cast : Asami Usuda
Cast : Munetaka Aoki
Born in Yao City, Osaka Prefecture. Films include: The "Rurouni Kenshin" series. TV dramas: "Ryomaden," "Taira no Kiyomori," "Segodon," and "Kamakura-dono no 13-nin," etc. Currently appearing in the WOWOW serial drama W "Fence" written by Akiko Nogi is being distributed. (2023) He will appear as the main character in the latest of the blockbuster Korean movie series "Crime City 3: NO WAY OUT," starring Ma Dong-Seok. The movie will hit theaters May 31st, 2023 in Korea (scheduled to be released in Japan in 2024) He has served as the main MC for the variety shows "Seven Rules" (2017-2023) and "Lala Life" (2023-), expanding his resume.

Cast : Tatsumasa Murasame
Born and raised in Sweden. From an early age learned languages and became interested in foreign countries. I became interested in Japan and started studying Japanese because I wanted to live in an environment and culture that was as different as possible from Sweden. Eventually, as my Japanese improved, the feeling turned into a goal of wanting to live in Japan. After graduating from high school, he started working as a language (Swedish and English) teacher in Japan using those language skills. At the age of 23, I wanted to work more in relation to traditional Japanese culture, so I jumped into the landscape gardening industry and became an apprentice gardener. At the age of 26, he obtained the long-cherished goal of naturalization, acquired Japanese citizenship, and changed his name to Tatsugo Murasame. Appeared as a U.S. military officer in the 2021 NHK TV drama "Come Come Everybody." Regularly appearing as a navigator on NHK E-tele "Hobby Gardening." "Murasame Tatsumasa to mōshimasu." (Shinchosha) now on sale.

Sustainable Recovery Project Special Production Short Film『 Wife's Power Outage 』

友善再生项目特别制作短片《妻子的断电》

【Short Shorts Film Festival & Asia 2023 Outline】
■ Festival President : Tetsuya Bessho
■ Period : June 6th (TUE) ~ June 26th (MON)
  Online Venue: April 27th (THU) ~ July 10th (Mon)
■ Screening Venues : Tokyo & Online ※ Schedules are varied depends on each venue
■ Admission : Free ※ some events may be charged
■ Inquiry : info@shortshorts.org
■ Organizer : Committee for Short Shorts / Committee for Short Shorts Asia

Stills are available at the link below
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lb5OUSp65bTmRin9YA_61RSPB8yRK6iv?usp=sharing